Hi there, thanks for tuning into our Virtual Ethics Moment! I’m Emily with the Office of Ethics. Today, I’m here to remind you that some of you may have required Ethics training due in Ag Learn, if you haven’t completed it already.

Are you a financial disclosure filer? In other words, do you complete the O G E-450 or O G E-278 each year? [image of FD Online Login and Integrity.gov login]

If so, this message is for you. As you may remember, by regulation you are required to complete Annual Ethics Training each year. You can find this training in your Ag Learn Record of Learning, or search for the information here [Title: 2019 Annual Ethics training and Course Shortname: OGC-ETHICS-2019]. The deadline is June 30.

If you have any questions regarding annual Ethics training, please reach out to your designated ethics inbox.

Thanks for listening and have a great day!